Exhibit Goal Sheet
Use this sheet to accompany your fair exhibit on judging day. After fair include this sheet with your
project record keeping for project completion recognition. This sheet is also available from the
website at: http://www.extension.iastate.edu/hancock/hancockcounty_districtfair

Project Area: Visual Arts

Class: 10350

Name: Example

Club:

Current Year: 2019

Grade Just Finished:

Years enrolled in project including this year:

My goal:
What did you plan to learn or do?
 To learn how to create a visual arts project with really low cost materials
 To learn about how to fill out a goal sheet for a visual arts fair project
 To be able to articulate my decisions using the element and principals of design
 Make a 3D art sculpture that is unique and doesn’t cost a lot of money
What I did in achieving my goal (in steps): What steps did you take to learn or do
this? What decisions did you make in accomplishing your goal?
1. Drilled holes into the small wooden base.
2. Unwrapped the hanger and placed ends into the wooden base.
3. Changed the shape of the hanger wire until it was to my desire. (think about
asymmetrical or symmetrical.) What kind of balance were you trying to achieve? Why
did you decide this?
4. Put the nylon hose over the wire hanger and paint it with gesso. (did you know what
gesso was?)
5. Painted you design on your 3D sculpture. How did you choose your colors? Were they
complimentary? Monochromatic? Analogous?
6. What pattern or rhythm did you choose? Why?
7. What is your emphasis? How did you achieve that?

What I learned:





What were the most important things you learned?

It took several tries and looking at my sculpture from many different angles before I
decided the wire was bent the way I wanted it to be.
After putting the nylon over the wire I made a few more changes in the shape because
it looked different when it was covered with the nylon.
Gesso is a product I have not used before. I learned that it is like glue and paint mixed
together and it made the nylon stiff and a solid white so it wasn’t see through anymore.
I use the principles of design when I make decisions on any art projects. Looking at
the elements and principles of design help sheet helped me to be able to write out how
I made my decisions based on the elements and principles of design.

